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1: Peloton’s Growing Trouble

Sometimes, an inflexible, one-size-fits-all pricing strategy can turn into a major liability in a rapidly 

changing market.

On Friday, November 5, shares of Peloton fell by over 35%. The stock is down over 2/3 from its 

January highs. In early trading Mon, it is down another 8%. For a company that not too long ago 

was unable to make enough product to satisfy demand and spent over $400M to acquire more 

manufacturing capacity, this seems like a stunning turn of events.

Peloton’s Stock Chart YTD, as of Nov 5, 2021

Until, that is, one reviews the numbers Peloton posted in its quarterly earnings release after market 

close on Thu, and the impact of its latest changes in pricing strategy. Let’s first dive into the very 

alarming financial outcomes:

Balance Sheet (vs last Qtr ending June ’20):

  Cash & Marketable Securities: down over $660M … at this burn rate, Peloton would run out of 

cash in just one quarter

  Inventory up over $330M (accounting for half of the cash burn) to ~$1.27B (about 7-8 months 

worth of hardware sales at current rates) … the problem is no longer too much demand too  

little product
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Income Statement (vs same Qtr 2020):
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 Swung from $69M operating profit to $360M operating loss

 Gross Margin on Connected Fitness Products (e.g. bikes/hardware) dropped from ~40% to ~12%

  Nearly every item of operating expense is over 2x last year’s, while total revenue grew only 7%. 

Given the SG&A increase, it is fair to say Peloton is now selling the hardware at a loss

 On a positive note, high-margin subscription revenue nearly doubled from same quarter year ago

Cash Flows Statement (vs same Qtr 2020):

  Operating activities swung from $312 net generated cash, to negative ($561) cash drain, a swing 

of $873M in the wrong direction (higher than total revenue)

  Stock compensation expense doubled, suggesting ballooning hiring and stock awards as the 

problems are mounting

See the Peloton 10Q and letter to shareholders here
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2: Pricing Strategy Impact

So, What’s Pricing Got to Do With This?

For most of its existence, Peloton got virtually all of its revenue from two sources: the Bike, and the 

Subscription. Because the Bike revenue is all upfront and large, while subscription revenue is over 

time, the Connected Fitness Products (e.g., Bike, joined more recently by Bike+ and the treadmill 

(Tread), has produced the majority of Peloton’s revenue.

Repeated one-size-fits-all, dramatic price cuts in core offering

Peloton twice took down the list price of the Bike:

 Sep 2020 from $2,245 to $1,895 (16% cut, while introducing the fancier Bike+ @$2,495)

  Aug 2021 from $1,895 to $1,495 (further 21% cut, widely seen as a response to last quarter’s 

poor performance and slowing growth) 

This leaves today’s Peloton with its two main offerings, the Bike+ @$2,495 and the Bike @$1,495. 

The $1,000 difference is a 40% differential, and can buy over 2 years worth of the Subscription (see 

below). At this point, it is fair to see the Bike+ as more of a price decoy to make the buyers of the 

classic Bike feel like they’re getting a deal (a-la the classic Williams Sonoma variety), than an actual 

segmentation strategy. Except, Williams Sonoma did not decrease the price of its original product.

On the Subscription side, Peloton has:

  A $39/month All-Access for the owners of one of its Connected Products. This price has stayed 

the same in recent years. Peloton smartly banked on the purchasers of its high-priced gear to 

be “stickier” due in no small measure to the “sunk” cost in the device itself. Those few who own 

multiple Connected Products pay this fee only once.

  A $12.99/month Digital subscription for everyone else (to use its classes on most digital devices 

AND available through some competitors’ bikes as well). This was cut from $19.49 in late 2019.

It is well known that pricing % changes produce dramatic leverage in operating income. That works 

both ways! Peloton’s price cuts on its core Bike were bound to savage its Connected Products 

profitability, even before the perfect storm of higher costs for commodities, energy, shipping, labor 

and components hitting every manufacturer out there.
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In addition, Peloton’s price slashing has been both in large increments, and across the board. It has 

not tried enough tools from the pricing arsenal such as time-limited promotions, bundling additional 

value elements, or expanding the optionality in its product line-up. Peloton’s blunt approach to 

pricing suggests either knee-jerk reactions to slowing growth, or impatience to test and learn in more 

incremental ways. Maybe most of all, they reflect the limited optionality in its offering design.

Price reductions seen as increased acquisition costs for all-important  
subscription revenue

In fairness to Peloton, I should make a global disclaimer that many decisions that appear completely 

wrong from the outside (and with the wisdom of hindsight), can look completely different with the data 

that only management has. It is entirely possible that Peloton had planned its Connected Products 

prices as a classic price skimming strategy, which the COVID demand tailwinds extended even longer 

than it had hoped. If so, one wishes their price reductions would have been in smaller increments, to 

avoid cannibalization of higher margin customers.

Most importantly, the only price that hasn’t changed @Peloton remains that flagship $39/month  

All-Access membership. That is hopefully a tell that there is in fact a strategy here, just one 

confronted with a lot of headwinds. The increase in high-margin subscription revenue is the silver 

lining in Peloton’s numbers. Peloton is in effect buying subscribers, and it’s paying for them by 

relinquishing profit margin upfront on the Bike. The CAC is going up with the receding pent-up 

demand of COVID-driven lockdowns being replaced by a more realistic level of demand. If so, 

however, Peloton should be set up to run a highly capital-intensive business, set up to “finance” 

the acquisition of these cash flow streams by selling $1,500 Bikes at or below cost. Splurging on 

operating expenses and stock options compensation like the outlier growth during the pandemic will 

last forever seems contrary to an understanding that the CAC’s are going up. Finally, while Peloton is 

still seeing only low churn ~8% in its subscriptions, that too is (slightly) ticking up, and engagement 

(number of workouts / device) is down. With a Bike list price down ~40% from its original, the “sunk 

cost” element may be eroded in its ability to guarantee long-term stickiness.

It is tempting to say that Peloton made (and is making) some costly pricing strategy mistakes, but 

I stick to the caveat above. Unfortunately, whether poor strategy or a perfect storm of headwinds, 

or simply a lower TAM that is wearing thin, it is clear that the Peloton is paying a dear price, and 

honeymoon is over for both customers and investors. Peloton can use that ballooning R&D budget to 

hopefully wow us with better products, value, and pricing.
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“The single most important decision in evaluating a business is pricing power.”  
— Warren Buffett  


